1. **Class A1** for:
   a. The drive to control motorized two-wheelers with cylinder capacity of 50 cm³, 175 cm³ and under;
   b. Persons with disabilities control motorcycle tricycle for the disabled.
2. **Class A2** level for the driver to control the motorized two-wheelers with cylinder capacity of 175 cm³ or more and vehicles set for A1 driving license.
3. **Class A3** for the driver to control the motorized three-wheelers, including wheeled taxi, cyclo machines and vehicles set for A1 driving license.
4. **Class A4** for the driver to control all types of small tractors tonnage to 1000 kg.
5. **Class B1** level for non-driving practice to control the following vehicles:
   a. passenger cars of up to 9 seats, including the driver’s seat;
   b. Trucks, including specialized trucks with a tonnage of less than 3500 kg design;
   c. Tractors pulling trailers with a payload designed under 3,500 kg.
6. **Class B2** for driving workers to control the following vehicles:
   a. Automotive Specialized design tonnage under 3,500 kg;
   b. The vehicles specified for class B1 driving license.
7. **Class C** level for the driver to control the following vehicles:
   a. Trucks, including special-purpose trucks, special-purpose automobile design tonnage from 3500 kg or more;
   b. Tractor pulling a trailer with loading capacity from 3500 kg design more;
   c. The regulations for vehicles driving license class B1, B2.
8. **Class D** for the driver to control the following vehicles:
   a. passenger cars from 10 to 30 seats, including seats for the driver;
   b. The provisions for vehicles driving license class B1, B2 and C.
9. **Class E** issued to the driver to control the following vehicles:
   a. passenger cars of over 30 seats;
   b. The provisions for vehicles driving license class B1, B2, C and D.
10. The licensee driving the class B1, B2, C, D and E to control the respective cars are pulling another trailer tonnage not exceeding 750 kg design.
11. **Class F** grade for people who have driving licenses of class B2, C, D and E to control the respective cars pulling trailers with loading capacity of 750 kg larger design, semi-trailers, connecting prescription passenger cars, are specified as follows:
   a. Class FB2 granted to drivers of automobiles to drive the vehicles specified in class B2 driving license with trailers and vehicles driven regulations for driving license class B1 and B2 classes;
   b. Class FC for car drivers to drive the vehicles specified in Class C driver license with trailers, truck tractors pulling trailers and vehicles driven regulations for license driving class B1, B2, C and FB2 class;
   c. Class FD for people driving cars to drive vehicles specified in Class D driver's license with trailers and vehicles driven regulations for driving license class B1, B2, C, D and FB2;
   d. Class FE for people driving cars to drive vehicles specified in Class E driving license with trailers and drivers of vehicles: passenger cars and vehicles linked prescription prescribed for driving license class B1, B2, C, D, E, FB2, FD
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